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An Example of Some盟0臨 eo闇 orphis臨 onReal 2悶

Sphere 

Yuji HASHIMOTO 

実 2次元球面上のある同相写像の l例

橋本有司

Measure-preserving homeomorphisms on a topological measure space hav巴 someinte-

resting and important properties. In this paper， we show an example of some non-latitude-

preserving homeomorphism on real 2-sphere. 

S 1. Introduction 
Let S' be a real 2苧sphere.We consider the homeo-

morphisms on S2 satisfying the following conditions. 

Conditions (C) 
(1) The homeomorphism f on S2 has the fix巴d

points N (the north pole) and S (the south pole)， or 

substitut巴sN for S and S for N. Further， f is of class 

C1 in S2 except for N and S 

(2) f preserves the uniform probability measure on 
S2 

Among these homeomorphisms satisfing the Condi-

tions (C)， we denote those pres巴rvingeach latitude by 

L， and others by NL. Concerning L， a classification of 

the discrete topological dynamical systems generated 
by f E L has b芭engiven by H. Nagaya (2] ，noticing 

the cyclic groups obtained by the systems. 

In this paper， we shall give the following theorem 

conc巴rningNL. 

Theorem 
There exists at least one f in NL of order ∞ 
We shall give proof of the theorem by constructing 

an example of such a homeomorphism. We also 

remark that a family of such homeomrphisms can be 

obtained in Y. Hashimoto and H. Nagaya (lJ. 

9 2. Proof of Therem 
We can assume S2 the unit sphere in the Euclidean 

xyz-space with the center at the origin 0司明Te shall 

introduce into S2 the polar coordinate systems. That 

is， for P e S2， we denote by 8 the angie between the z-

axis and OP， and by伊 theangle betwe巴nth巴 x-axis

and OP'， where P' is a projection of P on xy-plane. 

Further， we denote the same quantities in the image 

sphere by e and φrespectively 
In these circumstances， setting cos8 =λand cos⑪ニ

A， we can repres巴ntthe homeomorphism satisfying 

the Conditions (C) as th巴 mapping(λ，ψ)→ (A，φ) 

which satisfies the following conditions. 

(1) (A(λ，伊)，φ(λ，伊)) is a one-to-one continuous 

mapping of ~ 1-;;;λ豆1，0三五伊豆2π into ~1 三五A壬 1

satisfying A(I，伊)=1，A(~I ，ψ)=~1 ， A(λ，2π)=A(λ，0) 

and φ(λ，271:)=φ(λ，0)+271:. Further， (A(λ，伊)，φ(λ，伊))is 
of c1ass Cl in ~1<λ く 1 ， 0壬伊豆 2 71:.

θAδφδAδφ 
(2) 一一一一一一一一一一一=1 in ~l<λ<1， 0壬伊豆2π.δλδ伊 δ伊 δλ

Here， we consider the case where the homeo 

morphism has the fixed points N and S and is orien 
tation-preserving 

Now， we shall construct the mapping satisfying the 

above conditions. First we confine the image region 

to ~1豆A孟 1 ， 。主三φ主玉2π，and then set the mapping 

(A，②)=(A(λ ，伊)， ~A(λ ，伊 )sin1'十 ψ)

That is， we set the mapping so that the line segments 

in the λ伊planeconnecting (~1，伊) and (1，伊)are set 

wise mapped onto the line segments in the Aφ-plane 
connecting (ー1，1'十sin1')and (1，伊 sin1').Then， the 

above condition in (2) implies 

3A 
(~Acos伊 +1) 否工=1 ，

and for solving this differential equation， we set 

~Acos伊十 I=A in case cos伊宇0，hence 
-;-3A 
八一一=~cos回
日 δλγ

By integrating this equation for λand noticingλ孟0，

we have 

A= !~2λcos1' +C( 1')， 

therefore 

Aニ 1~ !~2λcos1' +C(伊1
cos伊 2

where C(伊)is an arbitrary function of class Cl. Here， 

accrding to the boundary conditions in (1)， we have， 

C(伊)=I+cos2伊，

and then， 

A= 2λ ~cos1' -
I十 !1~2λcos伊 +cos2伊'

which is also valid in case cos1' = O. Thus， we obtain 

the mapping 
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I 2λ~cos伊
(A，φ)=( 

、1+..; 1~2λcoscp+cos'伊

-2λsin伊+sm伊cos伊 十申)

1 十 ..;r~2λ coscp 十 cos'伊. ， 

N ow， considering the image of λ=0，。話伊豆2π

~cos伊 Sm伊cos~P 、
(A，φ)=(γ +cp )， 

'1+、江平石子ず 1十 ";1平cos2cp. Y! 

we can see that the homeomrphism represented by 

this mapping does not preserve the latitude. A!so， 

considering the image of ~ 1 ~玉 λ 三五 1，伊二 O

(A，<þ)=(l一、!2~2λ ， 0)， 

we can see that it is of order ∞ー Q.E.D
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